
September 9, 2020 

Friends at New Life Church,  

As we enter the fall season amidst the ongoing impacts of COVID-19, a few 
adjustments and explanations are in order. Here are some updates regarding our 
outdoor gatherings and ministries at New Life Church 

NEW OUTDOOR WORSHIP SERVICE START TIME 
BEGINNING THIS SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 16TH: 9AM 

Beginning this Sunday, September 16th, the Outdoor Worship Service start time will 
move to 9am. The timing of the shading of our gathering area allows us to make this 
change for September & we’ll continue to monitor both the shade & the temperatures as 
the fall progresses. We’ll also continue to record our services & post them on our 
website as soon as possible afterwards on Sunday mornings for those unable to attend. 

We will continue to have check-in procedures (for contact tracing), practice social 
distancing (6 feet apart for individuals and/or households), wear masks, etc. We will 
also continue to support and encourage those of you who must choose to stay at home 
due to particular health conditions and concerns. Together, by God’s grace, we will 
continue to be a loving, worshipping community for the glory of God. 

SUNDAY WORSHIP GATHERINGS MOVING FORWARD 

Amidst the numerous uncertainties ahead as we seek direction and make decisions 
concerning our worship gatherings this fall, there are a few principles that continue to 
guide us and at least one situation that we know will dictate our actions moving forward. 

• The basis for determining whether or when we will resume indoor services and how 
we will conduct outdoor services remains constant. The principles behind our 
decisions expressed in an email update sent May 22nd and in a video posted May 
27th (go to our NLC Coronavirus Updates page, https://newlifechurchcalabash.com/
events-news/nlc-coronavirus-updates, to review) remain the same. Our decisions in 
response to COVID-19 and determining when and how we gather again are driven not 
merely by our rights or religious exemptions available, but by our humble discernment 
of how we may demonstrate love for our neighbors, a congregation and community 
composed primarily of people in vulnerable populations.  

https://newlifechurchcalabash.com/events-news/nlc-coronavirus-updates
https://newlifechurchcalabash.com/events-news/nlc-coronavirus-updates


• In cooperation with our community, we are following the mass gatherings guidelines 
for indoor and outdoor gatherings provided by local, state, and federal health officials. 
With indoor gatherings currently limited to 25 or under in Phase 2.5 until at least 
October 2nd, the suspension of our indoor worship services will continue, but our 
outdoor worship services have been a refreshing change after a long season of online 
worship only. We are grateful for all the servants who get up early and work diligently 
to make those services possible. We will continue to monitor indoor gathering 
guidelines and review our situation in the weeks to come. 

• One unique election year situation impacts our access to the indoor assembly space 
at the Brunswick Center at Calabash in October. The Brunswick County Board of 
Elections will be using the Center as an Early Elections Satellite Location for the 
upcoming election from October 15th through the 31st. This use prevents us from 
being able to use the indoor assembly area at the Center on October 18th & 25th, and 
possibly even on November 1st (to be determined). We are still able to hold outdoor 
worship services at the Brunswick Center on those dates. 

Based on these principles, factors, and situations, we anticipate continuing our outdoor 
worship gatherings throughout September and October, Lord willing. We will continue to 
monitor mass gathering guidelines, track the weather, & make necessary adjustments to 
our approach. We appreciate your patient perseverance, your understanding, and your 
flexibility as we navigate these challenges. 

SMALL GROUP OPPORTUNITIES THIS FALL 

In the coming weeks we will be developing some small group opportunities for this fall. 
Carole Maner is planning a women’s Precept Bible Study and we’re looking to complete 
our EXPLORED series with the third course, DISCIPLESHIP EXPLORED (potentially 
offering both in-home and Zoom group options for the latter). Stay tuned for more 
information. 

GRATITUDE 

I am so grateful for the amazing resilience that you, the New Life Church family, have 
demonstrated over the last six months. In the face of a pandemic, a hurricane, illnesses, 
losses, and individual struggles, you’ve continued to pray for one another, support one 
another, worship with one another (one way or another), and be the church, the body of 
Christ. May God continue to bless us this fall through His sufficient and amazing grace. 

Blessings, 

Terry Maner 
Pastor, New Life Church 


